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Abstract
On the example of a free massless and conformally coupled scalar field,
it is argued that in quantum field theory in curved spacetimes with time-like
Killing field, the corresponding KMS states (generalized Gibbs ensembles) at
parameter β > 0 need not possess a definite temperature in the sense of the
zeroth law. In fact, these states, although passive in the sense of the second law,
are not always in local thermal equilibrium (LTE). A criterion characterizing
LTE states with sharp local temperature is discussed. Moreover, a proposal
is made for fixing the renormalization freedom of composite fields which serve
as “thermal observables” and a new definition of the thermal energy of LTE
states is introduced. Based on these results a general relation between the local
temperature and the parameter β is established for KMS states in (Anti) de
Sitter spacetime.
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1 Introduction
In quantum field theory (QFT) in curved spacetime, the determination of thermal
parameters such as temperature is made difficult by the presence of tidal forces.
Due to the general lack of global time-like isometries there is no acceptable notion
of global thermal equilibrium in the presence of curvature. However, in the special
case of spacetimes with time-like Killing field, the corresponding isometries induce
a time evolution for quantum fields propagating on such stationary backgrounds
[9, 27]. The KMS condition then distinguishes states which are stationary, stable
and passive with respect to this dynamics at some parameter β > 0. This condition
is the suitable replacement for Gibbs ensembles in the case of infinitely extended
media [10]. Passivity is meant in the sense of the second law: an observer following
the flow lines of the Killing field cannot extract energy from passive states by running
a cyclic engine.
1
In Minkowski spacetime the KMS parameter β has the meaning of an inverse
temperature.1 Recall that according to the zeroth law temperature is a parameter
distinguishing equilibrium states which are able to coexist if brought in thermal
contact. The second law then entails a canonical choice, the “absolute” temperature
T , given by T = 1/β.
In this letter, we argue that in curved spacetime, β is in general not directly
related to temperature in the sense of the zeroth law. For in stationary curved
spacetimes, tidal forces and the Unruh effect impede this interpretation of the KMS
parameter. One can, however, ask whether KMS states in curved stationary space-
times are locally thermal and, if so, how β is related to the local temperature.
It was argued in [7, 22, 23] that, in curved spacetime, local concepts may replace
the global ones involved in the definition of equilibrium. In locally covariant QFT [3],
one can use point-like localized observables which are sensitive to thermal properties
of global equilibrium states in Minkowski spacetime in order to attach local thermal
parameters like a temperature to “local thermal equilibrium” (LTE) states in curved
spacetime. In this approach, LTE states are distinguished by the fact that they
respond to the point-like “thermal observables” in the same way as global equilibrium
states. This notion of local equilibrium leads to a generalization of the Unruh effect
[7], opens new perspectives on the problem of the “arrow of time” [4] and could also
be of relevance in cosmology [26].
2 LTE states for the scalar field
For the definition of LTE states, recall that a locally covariant quantum field ϕ is
defined on all suitable spacetimes M simultaneously.2 For each M,
ϕ
M
(x), x ∈M,
is a quantum field on M which transforms covariantly under isometric embeddings.
On each M, the set of states consists of expectation functionals on the polynomials
of the fields.
Let us assume for simplicity that in Minkowski spacetime Mink, for each Lorentz
system the global equilibrium state, denoted by ωβ, is unique for given β > 0. The
ωβ are then homogeneous. According to [7], given a set T of thermal observables,
a state ω is “T-thermal at x ∈ M” (or “T(x)-thermal”), if there exists a suitable
normalized measure ρx such that
ω(φ
M
(x)) =
∫
dρx(β)ωβ(φMink(0)) (1)
for all φ ∈ T. In other words, a state is T-thermal at x if it responds like a (mixture
of) global equilibrium state(s) when tested with fields in T at x. It follows that the
expectation value of the macroscopic observable Φ,
Φ(β) := ωβ(φMink(0)), (2)
1We use units where kB = 1.
2Here, the notation M subsumes the relevant geometric structure of the spacetime, i.e. a metric,
an orientation and a time orientation. We use metric signature (−,+,+,+).
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can consistently be defined in the LTE state ω. Concretely, the expectation value of
Φ in ω at spacetime point x is defined as
ω(Φ)(x) := ω(φ
M
(x))
(1)
=
∫
dρx(β)Φ(β). (3)
See [6, 7] and [23] for further discussion.
We discuss here the simple example of the massless, conformally coupled free
scalar field φ with equation of motion
Pφ
M
:=
(
−
M
+
1
6
R
M
)
φ
M
= 0, (4)
where 
M
and R
M
denote the D’Alembertian and the Ricci scalar on M respectively.
The canonical commutation relations for the basic field are given by
[φ
M
(x), φ
M
(y)] = i∆
M
(x, y)1
with the commutator function ∆
M
, given by the difference of the retarded and ad-
vanced fundamental solutions of (4). We restrict attention here to the family of
Hadamard states, see e.g. [20] and references therein.
The thermal observables for the free field are chosen among the locally covariant
Wick polynomials, which are unique up to renormalization constants [11]. The choice
of these numbers is therefore an important part of the definition of LTE. For example,
the locally covariant Wick square is defined by point splitting, i.e.
:φ2:
M
(x) := lim
y→x
(
φ
M
(x)φ
M
(y)− h(x, y)
)
+ αR
M
(x), (5)
where h is the Hadamard parametrix, defined in a neighbourhood of (x, x), and
α ∈ R is an a priori undetermined renormalization constant. The coincidence limit
on the right hand side is the Hadamard normal ordered Wick square, denoted by
:φ2:h(x).
3 In global equilibrium states in Minkowski spacetime,
ωβ(:φ
2:
Mink
(x)) =
1
12β2
. (6)
In view of relation (2), :φ2: may thus be used as a local thermometer in arbitrary
spacetimes and any state with ω(:φ2:
M
(x)) ≥ 0 is locally thermal at x with regard
to this observable. According to equations (3) and (6), the mean of the square of
the local temperature in this state is given by
T 2(x) :=
∫
dρx(β)
1
β2
= 12ω(:φ2:
M
(x)) (7)
for some measure ρx.
Usually, there exist many measures such that equation (7) holds, so one needs
further thermal observables in order to determine the distribution of the thermal
functions. Here, we sketch a way to decide whether a given LTE state ω has a
sharp local temperature T (x), i.e. if ρx is a Dirac measure. Moreover, we show that
3Higher Wick powers and their derivatives are defined analogously and exhibit similar renormal-
ization ambiguities, an important example being the stress energy tensor.
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there are always states of sharp local temperature in compact regions of any curved
spacetime. To do so, we choose the set of thermal observables as
T2n := {1, :φ
2:, . . . , :φ2n:} (8)
for some integer n ≥ 0. According to [11, Theorem 5.1], the renormalization freedom
for the Wick powers is given by
:φn:
M
(x) = :φn:h(x) +
n−2∑
k=0
(
n
k
)
Cn−k(x) :φ
k:h(x). (9)
Here, the Ci(x) are polynomials with real coefficients in the metric and curvature
with suitable scaling behaviour, e.g. C2 = αRM , see (5).
Recall that a state ω is called quasi-free if the corresponding n-point functions
vanish for odd n and if
ω(φ
M
(x1), . . . , φM(x2n)) =
∑
π∈Πn
ω(φ
M
(xπ(1)), φM(xπ(2))) . . .
. . . ω(φ
M
(xπ(2n−1)), φM(xπ(2n))),
where Πn is the set of permutations of {1, . . . , 2n} with π(1) < π(3) < · · · < π(2n−1)
and π(2i− 1) < π(2i), i = 1, . . . , n. In quasi-free states one has
ω
(
:φ2n:h(x)
)
= (2n − 1)!!ω
(
:φ2:h(x)
)n
(10)
for the even Hadamard normal ordered Wick powers, while the odd ones have van-
ishing expectation values. Since the global equilibrium states are quasi-free and the
Ci are zero in Minkowski spacetime, one finds
ωβ
(
:φ2n:
Mink
(0)
)
= (2n − 1)!!ωβ
(
:φ2:
Mink
(0)
)n
=
(2n − 1)!!
12n β2n
. (11)
Proposition 1. A quasi-free state in Minkowski spacetime is T2n(x)-thermal for all
n if and only if it is T2(x)-thermal. As a consequence, a T2(x)-thermal quasi-free
state in Minkowski spacetime has a sharp local temperature.
Proof. The first observation is a direct consequence of relation (11). The second
statement can be justified as follows: in a quasi-free state
ω(:φ4:
Mink
(x)) = 3ω(:φ2:
Mink
(x))2. (12)
But the T2(x)-thermal state ω is also T4(x)-thermal and thus there exists some
measure ρx such that ∫
dρx(β)
(β2)2
=
(∫
dρx(β)
β2
)2
.
This equation implies that the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality for the functions 1 and
1/β2 is a sharp equality on L2(R+, ρx), i.e. 1/β
2 = const. · 1 almost everywhere with
respect to the measure ρx. By the monotonicity of β 7→ 1/β
2 this means that ρx is
supported at a single point - it must be a Dirac measure.
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This conclusion rests on the combinatorics of Hadamard normal ordered Wick
powers in quasi-free states. However, for the full Wick powers in curved spacetime
(including the renormalization freedom) we have
ω
(
:φ2n:
M
(x)
)
= ω
(
:φ2n:h(x)
)
+
2n∑
k=1
(
2n
k
)
C2n−k(x)ω
(
:φk:h(x)
)
, (13)
according to equation (9). Imposing relation (10) for the full locally covariant Wick
powers up to order 2n therefore greatly reduces the renormalization freedom.
Proposition 2. Let ω be a quasi-free state on some spacetime M. Then
ω
(
:φ2n:
M
(x)
)
= (2n − 1)!!ω
(
:φ2:
M
(x)
)n
(14)
if and only if
C2m = (2m− 1)!!C2
m for all m = 1, 2, . . . , n. (15)
Proof. The straightforward combinatorial argument can be found in [24].
Note that condition (15) is non-trivial. For example C4 is of the form
C4 = γ0R
2 + γ1R+ γ2RabR
ab + γ3RabcdR
abcd
with real constants γi. Remembering that C2 = αR, the proposition states that if
(14) is to hold for quasi-free states in arbitrary spacetimes M, then γ1 = γ2 = γ3 = 0
and γ0 = 3α
2. More generally, (15) means
C2m = (2m− 1)!!α
mRm for all m = 1, 2, . . . , n. (16)
Once the Wick square is fixed, condition (14) therefore completely fixes the even
Wick powers up to order 2n.
Corollary 3. If (16) holds for all m = 1, 2, . . . , n, then a quasi-free state is T2n(x)-
thermal if and only if it is T2(x)-thermal. If n ≥ 2, then the state has a sharp local
temperature.
Adopting (16) for some n ≥ 2 as our renormalization prescription, we conclude
that all quasi-free LTE states necessarily have a sharp local temperature. The KMS
states in the examples discussed below are all of this type.
Proposition 4. Let O be a compact subset of some spacetime M and let n ∈ N.
If (16) holds for all m = 1, 2, . . . , n, then there exist (not necessarily quasi-free)
T2n(O)-thermal states.
Proof. A state is T2(x)-thermal if the corresponding expectation value of :φ
2:
M
(x)
is positive. We can construct a state with this property for all x ∈ O as follows.
Pick any state ω with non-vanishing one-point function ω(1) and modify its two-point
function ω(2) by adding a term
ω˜(2)c := ω
(2) + c ω(1) ⊗ ω(1)
5
with some c ≥ 0.4 Since ω is Hadamard, ω(1) is smooth. ω˜
(2)
c is a valid two-point
function and we can consider the corresponding quasi-free state ω˜c.
5 Clearly
ω˜c(:φ
2:
M
(x)) = ω(:φ2:
M
(x)) + c (ω(1)(x))2.
Due to the compactness of O, we may choose the constant c such that ω˜c(:φ
2:
M
(x))
is positive for all x ∈ O. The corresponding states ω˜c are consequently T2(O)-
thermal. By Corollary 3 this means that these states, being quasi-free, are also
T2n(O)-thermal. Now we use the fact that T2n(O)-thermality is stable under convex
combinations. We simply mix the so-constructed quasi-free states and thus find states
which are not quasi-free but still T2n(O)-thermal.
This result shows that even if curved spacetime KMS states fail to be in local
equilibrium, there are still many LTE states (even with sharp local temperature) in
any compact region of curved spacetime. This can be seen as a consistency check on
our definition of LTE states.
3 KMS states and renormalization freedom
From equations (5) and (7) it is clear that T2n-thermality and the value of the local
temperature depend on the choice of the renormalization constant α. Following an
idea by Buchholz and Schlemmer [7], we fix α based on the investigation of KMS
states with respect to Killing flows in Anti de Sitter, Rindler, static de Sitter and
Schwarzschild spacetimes. We also explain in which sense our proposal differs from
the one presented in [7]. Moreover, with our choice, there is an interesting relation
between the KMS parameter β and the local temperature, generalizing earlier results
on the Hawking Unruh temperature in [15], [8] and [13].
Anti de Sitter spacetime AdS is the maximally symmetric spacetime with con-
stant negative curvature. It can be represented as the universal cover of
{x ∈ R5 | − (x0)2 − (x1)2 + (x2)2 + (x3)2 + (x4)2 = −ρ2} (17)
with radius ρ. We assume that the free scalar quantum field and its Wick powers have
been constructed with “transparent” boundary conditions for the Green’s functions
of the field, see [1].
The trajectories of the Killing field K := x2∂0 − x
0∂2 are positive time-like only
in the interior of the wedge
W+ := {x ∈ AdS | |x0| < x2}.
For each β > 0, an observer following the flow lines of K can prepare quasi-free KMS
states ωβ in the interior of W
+. For the Wick square, one finds6
ωβ(:φ
2:
AdS
(x)) =
1
−〈K,K〉x
(
1
12β2
−
1
12(2π)2
)
+
1
24π2ρ2
−
12
ρ2
α. (18)
4In fact, instead of ω(1) we could take any smooth solution of P .
5The fact that a positive bi-distribution gives rise to a quasi-free state is proven in [18] at the
level of Weyl algebras.
6This result is new. However, we do not put the calculation on record here, because there are
no new ideas involved. The methods used are those developed by Stottmeister in [25].
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The Hawking-Unruh type state with β = 2π is distinguished by the fact that it may
be extended to all of AdS. Moreover, it is a ground state with respect to the global
dynamics induced by the time-like Killing field x0∂1+x
1∂0, see [5]. We now propose
to fix the renormalization constant as
α =
1
288π2
. (19)
With this choice, (18) becomes
ωβ(:φ
2:
AdS
(x)) =
1
−〈K,K〉x
(
1
12β2
−
1
12(2π)2
)
. (20)
As a consequence, the Hawking-Unruh type state has a local temperature of zero
everywhere. Moreover, KMS states with β > 2π have negative expectation value for
the Wick square and are therefore out of local equilibrium.
In terms of the squared four acceleration a2(x), one has
1
−〈K,K〉x
= a2(x)−
1
ρ2
. (21)
Note that the infimum of a2(x) along the flow lines of K in W+ is given by 1
ρ2
.
Generally, an observer following the flow lines of a Killing field K through a point
x perceives the KMS parameter to be scaled, because his proper time is scaled with
regard to the Killing parameter. Concretely:7
β
KMS
(x) :=
√
−〈K,K〉x β. (22)
In the case of the AdS dynamics discussed here, one finds that −〈K,K〉x →∞ if x
tends to spatial infinity.8 Hence 1/β
KMS
(x)→ 0 at spatial infinity. Therefore, for the
Hawking-Unruh type state, 1/β
KMS
(x) tends to the value of the local temperature
(zero, in this case) for trajectories far away from the origin.
In Rindler spacetime R := {x ∈ R4 | |x0| < x1} we find an analogous situation,
which however is not influenced by the choice of α, since R is flat. There is a positive
time-like Killing vector K = x1∂0 − x0∂1, which generates the Lorentz boosts in the
x1-direction. Again, an observer following this flow can prepare quasi-free KMS
states for any value β > 0. One finds [17]
ωβ(:φ
2:
R
(x)) =
1
−〈K,K〉x
(
1
12β2
−
1
12(2π)2
)
. (23)
Here, the four acceleration is related to the norm of the Killing field by
1
−〈K,K〉x
= a2(x).
The Unruh state with β = 2π has vanishing expectation value, i.e. a local tempera-
ture of zero and KMS states with β > 2π are not in local equilibrium. As in Anti de
Sitter, −〈K,K〉x → ∞ for x tending towards spatial infinity. Hence for the Unruh
7Recall that the quantity 〈K,K〉x is constant along the flow lines of K.
8Of course, the trajectories are the ones with x22− x
2
0 = const. and by “spatial infinity” we mean
this constant tending to +∞.
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state the value of 1/β
KMS
(x) tends to the local temperature (namely zero), just like
in AdS.
We also consider exterior Schwarzschild spacetime Schw surrounding a static
black hole of mass M . It is a vacuum solution9 to Einstein’s equations with positive
time-like Killing field K. In terms of the usual radial coordinate r ∈ (2M,∞),
− 〈K,K〉r = 1−
2M
r
. (24)
The Hartle Hawking state is a quasi-free KMS state at β = 8πM with respect to the
corresponding dynamics [27]. According to [16], in this state the Wick square takes
the approximate value
ω8Mπ(:φ
2:
Schw
(r)) ≈
1
12(8πM)2
(
1 +
2M
r
+
(
2M
r
)2
+
(
2M
r
)3)
. (25)
This quantity approaches 1
12(8πM)2
as r →∞. Therefore, the inverse local tempera-
ture of the Hartle Hawking state equals 8πM at spatial infinity. We see that since
−〈K,K〉r limr→∞ = 1, the local temperature agrees with the scaled inverse KMS
parameter at large radii. This resembles the situation in the previous examples.
Observation 5. In Anti de Sitter, Rindler and Schwarzschild spacetime, for the
Hawking-Unruh type states the inverse scaled KMS parameter and the local temper-
ature agree at spatial infinity.
Recall that for R and Schw, these findings are not influenced by the renormal-
ization constant α. However, it is our choice of α which entails that the situation in
AdS is similar to these examples.
We finally consider de Sitter spacetime dS, which can be represented as the
hyperboloid
{x ∈ R5 | − x20 + x
2
1 + x
2
2 + x
2
3 + x
2
4 = ρ
2}
with radius ρ. The Killing vector field K := x1∂0−x0∂1 is positive time-like only in
the wedge
W+ = {x ∈ dS | |x0| < x1}.
W+ is the union of the past and future of the time-like geodesic
γ(t) := (ρ sinh(t), ρ cosh(t), 0, 0, 0), (26)
which is among the flow lines of K. As a globally hyperbolic spacetime, the interior
of the wedge is called static de Sitter spacetime. Note that there is no spatial infinity
for the observers on flow lines of K, so there is no analogue to Observation 5 in this
case.
But still, for β > 0 one may construct quasi-free KMS states ωβ for the dynamics
induced by K, and Buchholz and Schlemmer have calculated the expectation value
of the Wick square in these states [7, 21].10 With our choice of α, it reads
ωβ(:φ
2:
dS
(x)) =
1
−〈K,K〉x
(
1
12β2
−
1
12(2π)2
)
, (27)
9This implies that there is no renormalization ambiguity for the Wick square, since R
Schw
= 0.
10As pointed out by Stottmeister [25], there appears an error in [7] in the derivation of this result.
See [24] for details.
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showing that the Gibbons-Hawking state (β = 2π) has a local temperature of zero.
Note that the latter state is the only KMS state which can be extended to a full
Hadamard state on all of de Sitter spacetime [15]. In dS, the four acceleration is
given by
1
−〈K,K〉x
= a2(x) +
1
ρ2
. (28)
We can now use what we have learned in the previous examples. As a consequence
of our choice of α, there is an interesting relation between the inverse scaled KMS
parameter 1/β
KMS
(x) and the local temperature T (x) in the wedges of Rindler, de
Sitter and Anti de Sitter spacetime. In fact, it is easy to see that
1
β2
KMS
(x)
= ±
1
(2πρ)2
+
a2(x)
(2π)2
+ T 2(x), (29)
where the + sign holds for de Sitter, the − sign holds for Anti de Sitter and for
Rindler spacetime, the first term on the right hand side is absent.
We see that there is a geometric contribution due to spacetime curvature corre-
sponding to the first term on the RHS of (29), while the effect of the acceleration is
encoded in the second one (i.e. the Unruh effect). These two contributions combine
with the local temperature of the state, represented by the third term in (29), so
that the state satisfies the KMS condition at parameter β
KMS
(x). Thus the passivity
of these states is not only thermal in origin, but also stems from other effects, which
are embodied in equation (29). This represents a generalization of formulas for the
Hawking-Unruh type states discussed in [15, 8, 13].
We thus propose the following prescription for fixing the renormalization freedom
of the thermal observables.
Condition 6. The renormalization constants in composite fields serving as thermal
observables must be chosen according to the following condition. In Hawking-Unruh
type KMS states in curved spacetime the scaled inverse KMS parameter has to
approach the local temperature obtained with these fields on Killing trajectories
tending to space-like infinity.
In the massless, conformally coupled case, this choice entails the conformal co-
variance of the even Wick powers in the sense of [19]. More precisely, our choice
makes the Wick square a conformally covariant quantum field. Since we also adopt
condition (14), all even Wick powers are also conformally covariant, which can be
deduced from [19, Theorem 3.1].11 We note that with our choice for α, the Gibbons
Hawking state in de Sitter, the Unruh Hawking type state in Anti de Sitter and the
Unruh state in Rindler spacetime all have a local temperature of zero. This is not
surprising, since all of these states are conformal vacua in their respective spacetimes
[2]. But the condition should also be applicable in massive theories.
Buchholz and Schlemmer [7] have proposed an α such that, in static de Sitter
spacetime, the ground state β → ∞ has local temperature zero on the geodesic
γ(t) in equation (26).12 The motivation behind this choice is that, while the time-
like Killing trajectories in dS are geometrically quite unlike time translations in
11Note that our value of the renormalization constant differs from the one given in [19], due to
an error in that reference. This is explained in more detail in [24].
12On the geodesic, the inverse local temperature then agrees with the KMS parameter for all
KMS states.
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Minkowski spacetime, at least along the geodesic the KMS states are supposed to
behave like equilibrium states when tested with scalar observables.
The argument of Buchholz and Schlemmer only works in de Sitter spacetime; in
fact, it can be seen that with their choice, the Hawking-Unruh type state in Anti de
Sitter spacetime is not in LTE. We therefore propose Condition 6, which covers the
Hawking-Unruh type states in Rindler, de Sitter and Anti de Sitter spacetimes.
4 The thermal energy tensor
Finally, we discuss a thermal observable which can be interpreted as the thermal
energy tensor. As we shall see, in Tǫ-thermal states (see equation (32) below), one
has a local equivalent of the Stefan Boltzmann law. In addition, as has been noted in
earlier work on LTE, the usual relation between pressure and energy density for the
equilibrium fields leads to an evolution equation for the temperature, which we also
briefly discuss here. Moreover, the thermal energy tensor can be used to determine
the local rest systems in which a state is in local thermal equilibrium. We note that
our definition of the thermal energy tensor differs from the one used previously in
the literature [22, 23].
The expectation value of the thermal energy tensor of the scalar field in global
equilibrium states in Minkowski spacetime is given by
Eab(β) =
π2
90β4
(4eaeb + ηab),
implying the Stefan-Boltzmann law. Here, ea fixes the “rest system” of the medium.
An apparent candidate for a thermal observable measuring this quantity is the usual
energy momentum tensor Tab; but it has been shown in [6] and [23] that this tensor
is not a viable thermal observable. This may be seen by decomposing it according
to
Tab = ǫab +
1
12
(∇a∇b − gab):φ
2:+
1
4
gab :φPφ:. (30)
The first term on the right hand side of (30) is given by
ǫab := −:φ(∇a∇bφ):+
1
4
∇a∇b:φ
2:+
1
6
Rab:φ
2:+
1
4
gab :φPφ:. (31)
The second term in (30) is a total derivative, so it vanishes in the translationally
invariant global equilibrium states in Minkowski spacetime. Finally, :φPφ: is given
by some state-independent function :φPφ: =: U(x)1. This term is responsible for the
conformal anomaly, see e.g. [14, 12] for details. Moreover, U(x) ≡ 0 in Minkowski
spacetime. Therefore, in the global equilibrium states in Minkowski spacetime, both
Tab and ǫab have the same expectation values, namely
ωβ(ǫMinkab(x)) = Eab(β) = ωβ(TMinkab(x)).
Therefore, ǫab is a candidate for a thermal energy tensor.
We now use the KMS states in the previous section to show that our ǫab is
preferable to the previous proposals, which consisted of the first two terms in (31).
To this end, let us consider the set of thermal observables
Tǫ := {1 , :φ
2: , ǫab}. (32)
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For the trace of ǫab, we find
ǫaa =
1
4
:φ2:. (33)
In contrast to previous prescriptions for the thermal energy tensor in curved space-
time, this relation does not include any explicit curvature terms. From (33) and the
translation invariance of the global equilibrium states it follows that for a Tǫ(O)-
thermal state ω, one necessarily has

M
ω(:φ2:
M
(x)) = 0 (34)
in the interior of O. Thus, by equation (7), Tǫ(O)-thermality entails an evolution
equation for the mean of the square of the local temperature, i.e.

M
T 2(x) = 0. (35)
As the thermal energy tensor presented here differs from previous ones, the evolution
equation (35) differs from the one given earlier in the literature as well. Our choice,
however, is justified by investigating the preceding examples of KMS states. In fact,
the Hawking-Unruh type states in de Sitter, Anti de Sitter and Rindler spacetimes
satisfy condition (35) everywhere. Due to additional curvature terms, this would not
have been the case with the older definition of the thermal energy tensor appearing
in the literature. For β other than 2π, the KMS states are generally not Tǫ-thermal,
showing that they deviate quite substantially from an equilibrium situation.
5 Conclusion
We have identified particular Wick powers by which a sharp local temperature is
assigned to quasi-free LTE states in any spacetime. The remaining freedom consists
of the choice of the constant α in the Wick square. Using KMS states in simple
stationary spacetimes, we were able to fix α in a physically meaningful way. The
fact that the resulting field is conformally covariant provides further support for
this choice. We also proposed an improved thermal energy tensor for which the
Hawking-Unruh type states in de Sitter and Anti-de Sitter satisfy condition (35).
Note although we have fixed the renormalization and energy momentum tensor by
testing KMS states in some particularly symmetric spacetimes, these choices then
carry over to all curved spacetimes.
Most remarkably, we have seen that the KMS property and hence passivity do
not entail local thermal equilibrium. In fact, the inverse KMS parameter can in
general not be identified with the local temperature in the sense of the zeroth law.
But it may be related to it in an interesting way, as is exemplified by equation (29).
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